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Abstract
b

Conditional generative adversarial networks (CGANs) learn a mapping from conditional input to
observed image and perform tasks in image generation, manipulation and translation. In-situ
monitoring uses sensors to obtain real-time information of additive manufacturing (AM) processes
that relate to process stability and part quality. Understanding the correlations between process
inputs and in-situ process signatures through machine learning can enable experimental-driven
predictions of future process inputs. In this research, in-situ data obtained during a metallic powder
bed fusion AM process is mapped with a CGAN. A single build of two turbine blades is monitored
using EOSTATE Exposure OT, a near-infrared optical tomography system of the EOS M290
system. Layerwise images generated from the in-situ monitoring system were paired with a
conditional image that labeled the specimen cross-section, laser-scan stripe overlap and z-distance
to part surfaces. A CGAN was trained using the turbine blade data set and employed to generate
new in-situ layerwise images for unseen conditional inputs.
Keywords: machine learning, additive manufacturing, conditional generative adversarial
networks, in-situ monitoring
Introduction
Metallic powder bed fusion (PBF) additive manufacturing (AM) is a process in which near-net
shape parts are built directly from digital files in a layer-by-layer manner [1-4]. In-situ monitoring
uses sensors to obtain real-time information during the build, aiming to build correlations between
in-situ process signatures and post-process material quality [5-7]. The PBF AM EOS M290
systems employ a high-resolution camera at high frequency in the near-infrared range, capturing
a layer-wise image representative of the material melting behavior across the build-plate [8]. The
correlations between post-process material quality and laser-material interactions is understood to
be impactful [1-7]. Building an understanding through machine learning tools between in-situ
information and process inputs is therefore desirable.
Machine learning encompasses classes of computer algorithms that map inputs to desired outputs
by optimizing parameters without explicitly being programmed [9]. Convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) are multi-stage algorithms that can learn features through application of
trainable convolutional filters [10-12]. Conditional generative adversarial networks (CGANs)
attempt to learn a mapping from a conditional input to an observed images by pitting two neural
networks, a generator and discriminator, against each other. The generator attempts to produce
realistic-looking images from conditional inputs while the discriminator aims to distinguish
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between generated images (i.e. fake) and observed images (i.e. real) [13-15]. The pix2pix [14]
network is a demonstrated CGAN for images up to a resolution 256×256 pixels, using a U-Net
[16] architecture as the generator and a patch-based CNN as the discriminator.
In this research the pix2pix network architecture was applied to EOSTATE Exposure OT in-situ
data generated from two printed turbine blades. High-resolution near-infrared images were
generated for each layer of the build. Identical sized conditional images were constructed which
contained information on the STL cross-section, laser-scan stripe overlap, and z-distance to part
surfaces. A subset of the data was used to train the pix2pix network, the remaining data was used
for validation. Conditional inputs were generated from outside the dataset using geometric shapes
to view the CGAN’s generalization of new process inputs.
Material and Methods
Specimens and Process
Two turbine blades were printed side by side on an EOS M290 system. Each turbine blade
occupied a bounding box of 80mm height, 62.5mm width and 25.5mm depth, a 3D view is depicted
in Figure 1. Process parameters were set for Inconel 718; scan strategy was stripe-based with a
width of 10mm, overlap of 0.12mm, and hatch distance of 0.11mm while the laser was set to 285W
at 960mm/s; contours are offset by 0.012mm. The upskin process used 153W at 600mm/s with
hatch distance of 0.09mm, and the downskin process used 95W at 785mm/s with hatch distance
of 0.1mm. Both, upskin and downskin consisted of being 3 layers in thickness. Layer height was
set to 0.04mm with 2000 build layers.

Figure 1. 3D view of single turbine blade.
In-situ Data Stream
For each build layer, the EOS M290 records a near-infrared high-resolution optical image of the
build surface recording the energy application in the melt-pool [8]. The sCMOS camera detects
near-infrared images (900nm) by using a bandpass filter to block any emissions from plasma and
reflected light from the laser. The Exposure OT system measures the intensity of the emissivity of
the molten material, in a long-exposure photograph of the build plate at every layer. The amount
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of emissivity can be interpreted as a fraction of the residual energy from the melting process;
moreover, the law of thermal radiation formulated by Max Planck correlates emitted energy to
temperature according to wavelength. In this context, image zones with marked intensity variations
may be indicators for flaws and defects; it is important to mention, that a variation in intensity does
not necessarily imply defects all the time. For example, too much emissivity could be detected in
narrow geometries, given the saturation of energy due the short scan vectors, which may result in
distortions or local metal vaporization. On the other hand, it is expected to have higher emissivity
detected from the laser-scan stripe overlaps given that the laser spends more time along them. In
this case, high emissivity from laser-scan stripe overlaps rarely represent defects. The resolution
of the layerwise images is approximately ~125 μm/pixel and are 8-bit RGB images where
increasing image intensity corresponds to higher emissivity and increasing energy application. A
sample image from the monitoring software is displayed in Figure 2, showing the captured image
from a single layer of the turbine blade build.

Figure 2. Image of in-situ data stream from Exposure OT of single build layer of two turbine
blades.
In figure 2 the stripes of red can clearly be seen that are a result of the laser-scan stripe overlaps.
The dark red regions are a result of the upskin and downskin process parameters that are utilized
for near-part surface regions. The increase in image intensity can be seen in the regions of acute
angles created between the part contours and laser-scan stripe overlaps, most-likely due to the
loitering of the laser in small regions during scanning.
Data Set
The data set for the CGAN network comprises of paired observed in-situ images and
corresponding conditional images for each sample. A sample was generated for each turbine blade
and build layer. The in-situ images were 8-bit RGB 512×512 pixels images cropped to the center
of each turbine blade. The conditional images were 8-bit RGB 512×512 pixel images, centered on
the turbine blade as well, with each image channel representing a process input. The red channel
was used to indicate the locations of the part obtained from the STL, pixels with a red channel
value equal to 255 indicated a part region. The green channel was used to indicate the location of
laser-scan stripe overlaps, pixels with a green channel value equal to 255 indicated a region of
laser-scan stripe overlap. The blue channel was used to indicate the distance in layers for an upskin
or downskin process, pixels were assigned a standardized value that was mapped to the RGB space.
Pixels were given an integer value from -3 to 3 standardized to [0 255] that indicated a pixels
distance related to the upskin and downskin parameters. An input value of zero (standardized to
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127 in RGB space) represented no upskin or downskin parameters. A pair of observed and
conditional images is displayed in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Sample of observed in-situ image (left) and corresponding conditional image (right).
For network training, images were resized to 256×256 pixels due the limitations in resolution for
the pix2pix methodology and RGB values were mapped from [0 255] to [0 1]. Generating the
conditional images is time-consuming and only 582 samples were used, a sample encompasses a
pair of observed and conditional images. In Isola et al. [14], demonstrations of the pix2pix network
had been shown with data sets containing only 400 images.
Machine Learning Network
CGANs contain two neural networks, a generator (i.e. to generate realistic looking samples given
a conditional input) and a discriminator (i.e. discriminate between observed and fake images). The
generator input and output are the conditional image and the observed image, respectively. The
generator is defined by down-sampling and up-sampling modules. A down-sampling module
comprises of n number of 4×4 convolutions of stride 2, leaky ReLU activation [17] and batch
normalization [18]. An up-sampling module comprises of a 2×2 up-sampling, n number of 4×4
convolutions of stride 1, leaky ReLU activation and batch normalization. The end of an upsampling module is where the U-net skip connections are connected to the corresponding output
of a down-sampling module. The generator comprises of five down- and up-sampling modules,
from 256×256 pixels to 8×8 pixels. The number of filters used in each module increases with
decreasing image size; being 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 filters for each of the corresponding downand up-sampling modules. The last layer of the generator is a 3-channel output to match the RGB
observed images, using 32 4×4 convolutions and leaky ReLU activation followed by 3 4×4
convolutions with sigmoid activation [17].
The discriminator input is a channel-wise concatenated array of the conditional input and observed
image (or generated fake image depending on the sample). The output of the discriminator CNN
is a patch multi-channel image of 8×8 pixels. For real and fake samples the output patches are set
to a value of 1 and 0, respectively. The discriminator CNN includes five down-sampling modules
with the image size reduced from 256×256 pixels to 8×8 pixels. Each down-sampling module
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comprises of n number of 4×4 convolutions with stride of 2, leaky ReLU activation and batch
normalization. The final layer of the discriminator CNN is an 8×8 output generated from a 3×3
convolutional filter with sigmoid activation. The number of filters used in each module increases
with decreasing image size; being 32, 64, 128, 256, and 512 filters for each of the corresponding
down-sampling modules.
Network Training, Validation and Analysis
The set of turbine blade samples are divided into a training and validation set at a ratio of 80/20,
randomly sampled from the set. The training data was used to update network parameters. The
validation data was only used to evaluate the network performance at the end of a training epoch
and in the post-process analysis. Training a CGAN involves the training of the discriminator and
generator.
During training the discriminator attempts to learn parameters that can enable it to discriminate
between real and fake images by minimizing the loss function. The loss function for the
discriminator was measured through the mean squared error of the patches and accuracy was used
as a metric to gauge performance. For each iteration the discriminator is trained, the generator is
also trained. The generator is trained to maximize the loss of the discriminator for samples that are
fake (i.e. fool the discriminator). In this research, a batch size of one was used and the Adam
optimizer [19] with learning rate of 0.0001, beta one of 0.9 and beta two of 0.999. The training
was completed for 200 epochs, where each epoch included a number (equal to the number of
training samples) of randomly sampled training iterations.
Results and Discussion
Network Training and Results
The CGAN was trained for 200 epochs, with the validation loss of the discriminator and generator
being recorded for each epoch, displayed in Figure 4. Figure 5 displays the validation accuracy of
the discriminator for each epoch.
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Figure 4. Validation loss of the generator (orange) and discriminator (blue) from each training
epoch.
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Figure 5. Validation accuracy of the discriminator from each training epoch.
Examining Figure 5, the lowest accuracy was achieved around epoch 26. Figure 6 displays a set
of samples generated from the generator network at epoch 26.
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Figure 6. Validation samples and generated images from the epoch 26 network. The top row
contains observed images, middle row contains conditional images, and the bottom row contains
generated images, paired column-wise.
The generator tended to represent the high emissivity in the acute angles formed by the laser-scan
strip overlap regions and STL contours. The generator seems to match the high emissivity on and
around laser-scan stripe overlaps. There is an inability to represent the noise seen in ground truth
images, due to the underlying architecture of the network.

Figure 7. Sample of turbine with observed image (left), conditional image (center) and generated
image (right).
Figure 7 shows an example of how the network tended to overestimate the average emissivity
intensity is some circumstances. The assumption for this phenomenon is first that the network does
not have a complete understanding of the part geometry (i.e. layers below) and subsequent impact
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that would have on energy saturation. Second the distribution of data was drawn from a section of
the turbine blade with larger emissivity values, possibly biasing the generator. Third the network
does not know the true path of the laser in the regions of the stripes and the sequence of neighboring
stripes which would have an impact on energy saturation.
Generated Novel Samples
With a trained generator, novel inputs can be processed and studied. In Figure 8, three unique
geometries with two laser-scan stripe overlap spacings are displayed, generated from the trained
network of epoch 26.

Figure 8. Generate novel samples. There are three unique geometries (columns) and two unique
laser-scan stripe overlap spacings (rows).
Figure 8 shows an example of how the average intensity of the specimen slice decreases with
increasing separation of laser-scan stripe overlaps, due to less stripe overlaps over the entire layer.
In Figure 9 two geometries are depicted with two instances of laser-scan stripes overlap regions.
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Figure 9. Generated images for two unique geometries (rows) and two unique laser-scan stripe
overlap regions (columns)
In Figure 9 the geometry of the circle is invariant to the angle of the laser-scan stripe overlap,
unlike in the square, which impacts the average intensity of the image as a result of the acute angles
created between scan-line stripe overlaps and part contours.
Conclusion
A CGAN was demonstrated for in-situ data generated using the EOSTATE Exposure OT system
on the EOS M290. The trained generator was able to mimic characteristics of the in-situ images,
but failed to represent the stochastic nature of the images and in instances overestimated the
average emissivity. This work demonstrated an initial intuition of CGANs with in-situ data. Future
research needs to explore the generalization capabilities of CGANs, with increasing scope. Ideally
the conditional pair to an observed image would encompass the complete PBF AM process input
space, i.e. geometry, material, process parameters, with the aim of simulating PBF AM builds
through CGANs. Applying CGAN architectures that can accommodate larger resolution images
would be utilized as well, as the limit to this approach was 256 pixels and ~250 microns/pixel.
Once a CGAN is trained, generating images is relatively time inexpensive. Ideally, simulating
builds with CGANS would complement the slow and computational expensive physics based
models with data-driven predictions and aid in optimization of process inputs for PBF builds.
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